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Recommendations for the use of effect-based methods for monitoring
of estrogens in surface waters – Outcomes of the Dübendorf Workshop
(21 June 2017)
In January 2012 the European Commission proposed inter alia that the highly potent estrogens
Ethinylestradiol (EE2) and Estradiol (E2) should be prioritised for reduction measures in continental and
coastal surface waters. This led to the decision of the Commission to include Ethinylestradiol (EE2),
Estradiol (E2) and Estrone (E1) in the first EU Watch List for Union-wide monitoring (Commission
Decision 2015/495) [1].
To address the analytical difficulties in monitoring these substances at reasonable cost, at the required
threshold values (PNEC), two workshops were organised in February and in March 2013 and a first
recommendation paper [2] was published, setting the basis for the actions needed for improved
monitoring of estrogens and stressing the need to test the applicability of effect-based methods. The
text is included in the annex of the EU technical report on effect-based tools [3].
The recommendation paper triggered the launch of the Science to Policy Interface (SPI) Estrogen
monitoring project in 2014, as a voluntary initiative of 12 countries and 24 organisations in Europe
under the leadership of Robert Kase and Mario Carere (http://www.ecotoxcentre.ch/projects/aquaticecotoxicology/monitoring-of-steroidal-estrogens/). The project demonstrated the feasibility of the use
of in vitro effect-based methods for the measurement of estrogenic activity in water bodies.
Three years later, thanks to progress made in the estrogen monitoring project and in other research
programmes, a new scenario has developed. The EU Water Directors welcomed and supported the
proposal by the Commission to consider a more holistic approach for regulation of chemicals in the
aquatic environment in view of the WFD review [4]. An Effect-Based Methods (EBM) Activity has been
launched as part of the CIS-WFD programme [5]. And finally, the EBM results of the Estrogen monitoring
project now provide concrete demonstration data about the performance of the tested effect-based
methods (see upcoming publication Könemann et al. 2017 [6] and Kase et al. 2017 [7]).
A further ”Estrogen Monitoring recommendation workshop” was organised by Ecotox Centre at Eawag
on 21th June 2017 in Dübendorf (Switzerland) to update, in the light of the new results of the estrogen
monitoring project, the list of recommendations to be addressed to DG ENV as an input to the EBM
Activity group for operational implementation of EBM in the regulatory framework as tools for
assessment of estrogenic activity in surface water bodies. The workshop was moderated by Valeria Dulio
and many EBM Activity participants as well as NORMAN and SOLUTIONS experts contributed to this
outcome.
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As a result of the workshop, the participants agreed on the following conclusions and recommendations.
Regulation of estrogenic activity in the aquatic environment
Estrogenicity is a highly relevant endpoint for aquatic ecosystems and human health, which needs to be
monitored and controlled / reduced when the detected activity in the aquatic environment is above the
critical levels defined by the legislation.
Estrogen Receptor (ER)-mediated effects should be included as a new endpoint in the regulatory
framework of the WFD.
The role of effect-based and chemical analytical methods for regulatory monitoring of estrogens
Chemical analysis of the three substances on the Watch List is now possible thanks to the progress made
in recent years.
However, first monitoring results of the EU Watch List substances in 2017 show that this analysis is still
challenging for member states. In 21 EU member states the LOQs for EE2 and E2 were above their EQS
in > 95% and approximately 50% of the analyses, respectively. This means that in many cases the
samples could not be assessed for the population-relevant risks these substances pose.
In the SPI Estrogen monitoring project it was possible to demonstrate that all the effect-based methods
tested achieved the required sensitivity criteria and 100% of samples could be assessed. Moreover
estrogenicity was quantified with high specificity and sensitivity comparable to chemical analytical
methods.
Because of the sufficient low LOQs and acceptable absolute variability in LOQs, effect-based methods
are reliable and suitable for risk assessment and prioritisation of polluted sites.
Besides, effect-based methods are the only currently available methods to address unknown mixture
risks. Bioassays are able to respond to the recently recognised need to change the paradigm; that is,
instead of measuring three individual substances, it makes more sense to measure the effects caused by
these substances plus other unknowns that may contribute to the overall effect.
In conclusion, EBM are able to provide more complete information about the estrogenic activity present
in the water bodies, which can then be related to specific chemical compounds via chemical analysis.
Next steps for implementation of EBM under the WFD
In the light of these considerations, no participant voted to stick with chemical analytical assessment
alone. The majority recommended the use of in vitro effect-based methods as screening tools to reduce
chemical analytical monitoring burden.
As regards the implementation framework, around 30% of the participants were in favour of a status
assessment using in vitro effect-based methods in combination with chemical analytical substance
identification, only in cases where it is not possible for water managers to identify the pollution
source(s). In other words, when the cause / source of the observed estrogenic activity is known, water
managers can apply reduction measures without need for chemical analysis.
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In terms of practical implementation of EBMs in the regulation, participants agreed that the procedure
(i.e. protocol for sample preparation, extraction, etc.) developed in the estrogen monitoring project
should be further tested in the Watch List mechanism before inclusion in the WFD review. A new effectbased Watch List project [8] started in September 2017.
The determination of effect-based trigger values (EBT) is another important short-term action which is
needed to allow water managers to distinguish between more and less polluted sites. Different
approaches to deriving EBTs have been proposed for the ER-mediated activity [9], [10], [11]. They all
have advantages and disadvantages, but they all result in generally comparable EBT levels.
All currently proposed EBT values were tested in the SPI Estrogen Monitoring project. A screening EBT of
400 pg/L BEQ (bioanalytical equivalent concentration) was identified as sufficient to identify a high
percentage of population-relevant mixture risks (see upcoming publication Kase et al. 2017 [7]). This EBT
value will be further tested in the upcoming effect-based Watch List project.
Participants recognised that it is important to take into account that the response of EBM to chemical
contaminants may vary depending on the bioassay applied: this is mainly due to the relative sensitivity
of different assays to a given compound. This could lead to the need to define a specific EBT for each
EBM. However, this is not a practical solution for routine use of EBM in a regulatory context. The great
majority of the participants voted for an alternative option, which is to combine a common screening
EBT of 400 pg/L BEQ with the application of test-specific sensitivity factors (i.e. (screening EBT) ÷ (testspecific sensitivity factor) = test-specific EBT). The upcoming publication by Escher et al. 2017 [12] will
develop an additional approach for the derivation of EBTs which can be compared with the sensitivity
factor proposal.
In any case it is recommended that the way to proceed when an EBT is exceeded should be as follows. A
common Mode-of-Action-specific EBT should be defined as a guidance value to assess estrogenicity of a
surface water, e.g. if the measurement result is < EBT, this will mean low risk probability; ~ EBT = risk
possible; > x EBT = high risk probability. The risk quotient (RQ), defined as RQ= BEQ/EBT, will
characterise the risk of the sample and allow a prioritisation of samples.
The use of screening methods must aim to avoid false-compliant results. For example, in the dioxin
guidelines EC/644/2017 and ISO 19040, for the results from screening methods to be accepted as
reliable, it is necessary to show that they fulfil the requirement of a false-compliant rate of less than 5%.
It is recommended that the same approach should be used for the selection of relevant effect-based
methods (in vitro and in vivo) which can be used alongside chemical methods for the evaluation of
complex mixtures occurring in different types of aquatic environments.
Consideration of the comparability of the results given by the different methods, and as far as possible
the definition of quality control criteria for these methods in the context of the WFD, on the lines of the
criteria defined by the QA/QC Directive, should be addressed.
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